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A hidden sector containing light long-lived particles provides a well-motivated place to find new
physics. The recently proposed MATHUSLA experiment has the potential to be extremely sensitive to light
particles originating from rare meson decays in the very long lifetime region. In this work, we illustrate this
strength with the specific example of a light scalar mixed with the standard model–like Higgs boson, a
model where MATHUSLA can further probe unexplored parameter space from exotic Higgs decays.
Design augmentations should be considered in order to maximize the ability of MATHUSLA to discover
very light hidden sector particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) continues to collect
data and place impressive constraints on new physics from
an immense array of possible models. Despite the plethora
of LHC searches for new physics, there have been no new
elementary particles discovered since the standard model–
like Higgs boson [1,2]. Most searches for new physics have
focused on prompt signatures, but the search program for
long-lived particles, those which are produced then propa-
gate some macroscopic distance before decaying, is known
to have significant gaps, see, e.g., [3,4]. Shoring up the gaps
in the long-lived particle program is a goal with immediate
importance in order to ensure no discovery is missed at
the LHC.
One of the most motivated sources for long-lived

particles are hidden sectors that only very weakly couple
to the standard model via either high dimension operators
or very small couplings (for a review, see [5]). A long
lifetime for the lightest hidden sector particle due to this
feeble connection allows for the new physics to have
evaded detection at the LHC and many precision experi-
ments. Hidden sector models are well-motivated and have
been used to explain a wide variety of outstanding
deficiencies in the standard model, such as naturalness
[6,7], dark matter [8–10], inflation [11],mν [12], the proton
radius puzzle [13–15], and the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly [16,17].
The light particles of these hidden sectors can potentially be

produced in a variety of ways, including rare meson decays
and exotic Higgs decays [18]. One of the most minimal
hidden sectors contains a new scalar, S, coupled to the
standard model via ϵjSj2H†H. This scalar mixes slightly
with the standard model–like Higgs, and provides a simple
target for new physics searches [10,11,19,20].
The proposed MATHUSLA experiment [21] (MAssive

Timing Hodoscope for Ultra Stable neutraL pArticles) has
the potential to access extremely long-lived particles by
living symbiotically off of the collisions from the existing
LHC program. MATHUSLA would be an enormous,
mostly empty box (∼200 × 200 × 20 m), containing
instrumentation for tracking and vetoing, on the surface
roughly 100 m above one of the LHC general purpose
detectors (here, assumed to be ATLAS). Ultra-long-lived
particles produced in collisions at ATLAS could traverse
the Oð100 mÞ of rock without interacting and then decay
within this new detector. MATHUSLA could have back-
ground-free detection for long-lived particles with mass
≳1 GeV and possibly below [21]. As an enormous number
of mesons are produced at LHC, light particles produced in
these decays have the potential to be seen by MATHUSLA.
Other experiments have been proposed to access hidden
sectors, including the SHiP (Search for Hidden Particles)
beam dump [22], the far-forward FASER [23], and
CODEX-b [24] in the LHCb hall.
In this letter, we illustrate that MATHUSLA could be

unprecedentedly sensitive to particles with extremely long
lifetimes produced in rare meson decays. In Sec. II, we
show that for particles with long lifetimes MATHUSLA
exceeds SHiP in sensitivity to B decays, and can be
competitive with SHiP for kaon decays if somewhat
low-energy, E ∼ 200 MeV, states can be observed,
and the backgrounds can be sufficiently controlled. As
a particular case study, we illustrate MATHUSLA’s
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sensitivity to light, Higgs-mixed scalars, first detailing the
model in Sec. III, before comparing the potential sensitivity
of MATHUSLA with that of other experiments in Sec. IV.
Conclusions are presented in Sec. V.

II. HIDDEN PARTICLES IN MESON DECAYS

To illustrate MATHUSLA’s strength at long lifetimes, we
compare it to the proposed SHiP beam dump experiment
[22] within the long lifetime regime in this section.
The rare decays of mesons produced in 14 TeV LHC

collisions could yield light, hidden sector particles that
would travel a few hundred meters before decaying within
the MATHUSLA detector volume. The LHC production
rate for mesons, especially low-energy mesons, is fairly
uncertain. To get a quantitative measure of this, we generate
bb̄ production in Pythia 8.223 [25], and finely bin the
outgoing B-meson states in transverse momentum and
angular distributions. This data is weighted by the total
LHC bb̄ cross section, assumed to be σbb̄ ≈ 0.5 mb, which
is conservative relative to the 13 TeV LHCb measurement
of 0.6 mb [26]. A similar procedure is used to estimate
the distributions and rate for kaons, but the kaons, with
cτ ∼ 10 m, are additionally weighted by the requirement
that they decay before reaching the ATLAS calorimeter.
The kaon cross section is determined by generating
soft QCD processes in Pythia with a total cross section
of 0.1 barns (in excellent agreement with TOTEM and
ALFA [27,28]).
For ease of presentation, the mesons are decayed as

B → XK, KL → Xπ0, and K� → Xπ�, where X is a hidden
sector particle. Other two-body decays, e.g., Kþ → μþX,
would typically not affect the kinematics greatly. For
different hidden particle lifetimes, the number of decays
within MATHUSLA can be computed. The distribution of
particles delivered to SHiP are determined with Pythia
8.223 for a 400 GeV proton beam launched into a fixed
target yielding Nb ¼ 6.2 × 1013 and NK ¼ 6 × 1019 [22].
SHiP has a 50 m decay volume beginning 64 m from the
target [22], with an elliptical detector of 5.0 (2.5) major
(minor) axis. We model the iron hadronic absorber by
requiring kaons to decay before propagating one nuclear
interaction length.
For large lifetimes, cτ ≳ 1 km, the ratio of the number of

particles delivered to the two experiments approaches a
constant value. In Fig. 1, we show the ratio of accepted
particles in the two experiments as a function of the
minimum energy needed for detection in MATHUSLA.
At these large lifetimes, this is solely a geometric argument
independent of the meson decay rate into X. We present
results for mX ¼ 100 MeV, but for masses that are a
significant fraction of the parent meson, the values are
typically a little larger (although flat for energies below
mX), with the notable exception of masses near mB,
where the smaller number of hidden particles reaching

MATHUSLA from the decays of far-forward, low-energy B
mesons reduces sensitivity. While MATHUSLA has the
potential to exceed SHiP at large lifetimes, SHiP is more
sensitive to states with γcτ ∼ 50 m due to the exponential
decay rate and larger distance to MATHUSLA. Although
we model two-body decays, similar conclusions may be
drawn for three- or more-body decays.

III. HIGGS-MIXED SCALARS

To illustrate the potential sensitivity of MATHUSLA
with a specific example, we consider light, Higgs-mixed
scalars. A useful simple model to parametrize a Higgs-
mixed scalar is

L¼Lkinþ
μ2s
2
S2−

λs
4!
S4þμ2jHj2−λjHj4− ϵ

2
S2jHj2; ð1Þ

where H is mostly aligned with the observed, standard
model–like Higgs field, and S is a new, real scalar field.
Both the scalar and the Higgs acquire vacuum expectation
values,

v2s ¼6
μ2s
λs
−2

ϵμ2

λλs
þOðϵ2Þ; v2h¼

μ2

λ
−3

ϵμ2s
λλs

þOðϵ2Þ; ð2Þ

resulting in physical states with masses of

m2
s ¼

1

3
λsv2s þOðϵ2Þ; m2

h ¼ 2λv2h þOðϵ2Þ: ð3Þ

These states are slightly mixed, with most relevant phe-
nomenological quantities dictated by the mixing angle,

tan θ ≈
ϵvhvs

m2
h −m2

s
þOðϵ3Þ: ð4Þ

FIG. 1. The ratio of the total number of long-lifetime hidden
sector particles X (mX ¼ 100 MeV) above a minimum energy
threshold EX delivered to MATHUSLA in 3 ab−1 of LHC data
over the total delivered to SHiP (of any energy) for 2 × 1020

protons on target for the two-body decays of B mesons (blue,
solid), KL (green, dashed), and K� (red, dot-dashed).
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The standard model–like Higgs state is assigned the values
of mh ¼ 125 GeV, vh ¼ 246 GeV, and total width set to
Γh;SM ¼ 4.15 MeV. The light scalar’s coupling to standard
model states is simply

sin θ
mf

vh
sff̄: ð5Þ

Assuming that there are no states within the hidden sector
lighter than half the scalar mass, the branching ratios of the
scalar into standard model particles are the same as those of
a standard model–like Higgs boson of the same mass, while
the width is simply Γs ¼ sin2θΓhðmsÞ. Unfortunately, there
is an enormous degree of uncertainty regarding the branch-
ing ratios of light scalars with masses in the 0.5–4 GeV
region (see [19] for an in-depth discussion). In this region,
we follow [29] up to 1.4 GeV and use a smooth inter-
polation up to the charm threshold. This implementation is
shown in Fig. 2.

A. Light scalars in meson decays

Higgs-mixed scalars can be emitted in decays of B
mesons (Dmesons and kaons have much smaller branching
ratios into a Higgs-mixed scalar and will be neglected
here). Top-loop contributions dominate the partial width,
which yield a branching ratio of [24,30]

BRðB→ sXsÞ
BRðB→ XceνeÞ

¼ 27
ffiffiffi

2
p

GFm4
t

64π2Φm2
b

�

�

�

�

V�
tsVtb

Vcs

�

�

�

�

2
�

1−
m2

s

m2
b

�

2

sin2θ

⇒ BRðB→ sXsÞ≈ 6.2

�

1−
m2

s

m2
B

�

2

sin2θ: ð6Þ

where Φ ≈ 0.5 [31] is a phase space factor for the semi-
leptonic decay. This inclusive branching fraction is inac-
curate near ms ∼mB −mK due to the small number of
kinematically available exclusive final states.

B. Light scalars in higgs decays

The Lagrangian in Eq. (1) will also induce an h → ss
decay [18,32]; however, this decay depends on an addi-
tional free parameter from Eq. (1) beyond sin θ or ms,
expressed below by λs. The partial width for h → ss is

Γðh → ssÞ ¼ λssin2θm3
h

48πm2
s

�

1þ 2
m2

s

m2
h

�

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 − 4
m2

s

m2
h

s

: ð7Þ

As λs gets very small (equivalently, as vs gets much larger
than ms), this branching ratio can grow arbitrarily small.
However, demanding a perturbative λs (<16π2) enforces a
maximum branching ratio for h → ss, as a function of sin θ
and ms, of

BRðh → ssÞ < πsin2θm3
h

3m2
sΓh;tot

�

1þ 2
m2

s

m2
h

�

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 − 4
m2

s

m2
h

s

: ð8Þ

IV. LIGHT SCALARS AT MATHUSLA

Light scalars produced in the raredecaysofBmesons at the
14 TeV LHC could decay within the MATHUSLA detector
volume [33,34]. We follow the procedure used in Sec. II to
derive constraints on scalars produced in the decays of B
mesons, but consider the full range of hidden scalar masses
and mixing angles. We require that the scalars decaying
within MATHUSLA have Es > 2 GeV, which is consistent
with the energy thresholds proposed in [35]. Contributions
from energetic kaons that decay before reaching the calo-
rimeter contribute only a small correction to the number of
scalars delivered, and require more aggressive assumptions
about the low-energy thresholds of MATHUSLA.
In Fig. 3, we illustrate by the solid red contour the region

of parameter space where four scalars with Es > 2 GeV
decay within the MATHUSLAvolume. If the experiment is
relatively background-free and possesses a signal efficiency
of 0.75, this would correspond to roughly the 95% con-
fidence level exclusion in the absence of new physics.
Alongside this potential reach, we show current constraints
on the parameter space from LEP Higgs searched (light red)
[36,37], the CHARM beam dump (gold) [38], rare B
decays at LHCb (light green and brown) [39,40], and
K� → π� þ invisible at E949 & E787 (light blue) [41]. We
also show the projected sensitivity at the proposed SHiP
experiment [22,42,43] in dashed orange. In all cases,
quoted limits were recalculated using the branching ratios
and widths presented in Eq. (6) and in Fig. 2.
MATHUSLA also has the potential to detect new light

particles produced in exotic Higgs decays [18]. In order to
model these exotic Higgs decays, we simulate Higgs
production and decay into two scalars with Pythia 8. As
before, these are binned in ms, Es, and angular distribu-
tions. The cross section is fixed to the total 14 TeV Higgs
production cross section of 62.6 pb [44,45]. The absence of

FIG. 2. Scalar branching ratios in the light hadron region used
in this work. For masses below ∼1.4 GeV, we use the results of
[29]. We use a smooth extrapolation up to 2mD. The muon
branching ratio is shown with the green, dashed curve.
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scalars delivered to MATHUSLA can bound the h → ss
branching ratio, limits achievable with 3 ab−1 are shown
with blue-purple contours in Fig. 4. At higher masses, the
maximum allowed branching ratio [Eq. (8)] falls below the

observable level, sculpting the shape of the sensitivity.
By searching for boosted scalars from exotic Higgs
decays, MATHUSLA can probe parameter space beyond
the B-meson decay constraints.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The MATHUSLA experiment provides a tremendous
opportunity to probe light, hidden sectors in the ultra-long-
lifetime regime. Unlike a fixed target experiment,
MATHUSLA would also provide sensitivity to scalars
produced in exotic Higgs decays, accessing additional
regions of parameter space that have no other current
experimental prospects. The ability of MATHUSLA to
constrain light particles originating from kaon decays is
conditional on it reliably accepting soft signal events and
discriminating these from backgrounds.
Due to the extremely long lifetimes, very light, weakly

coupled scalars (ms < 2mμ and sin θ ≲ 3 × 10−4) are
extremely difficult to discover. NA62 [46,47] will likely
be able to access some of this parameter space, as some
theory studies have estimated [10,20]. However, the decay
in-flight design of NA62 (as opposed to the stopped kaon
design of E949, E787, and ORKA [48]) reduces the ability
of the experiment to distinguish hard pions in theKþ → πþs
decay from the rare muon misidentified as a pion in Kþ →
μþν decays [48], which could result in a substantially larger
background in the light scalar region [47]. MATHUSLA is
uniquely capable of probing this long-lifetime region that
lacks any other current experimental prospects.
Although light scalars are a well-motivated and interest-

ing example where hidden sector particles are produced in
rare meson decays, there are other interesting, long-lived,
beyond the standard model particles that could be kine-
matically accessible in rare B-meson or kaon decays, such
as light vectors [17], light right-handed neutrinos [49], or
light sgoldstinos [50]. With the current preliminary design
[21,35], it is unclear whether MATHUSLA would have
sufficient sensitivity to the EX ∼Oð100 MeVÞ particles
coming from soft kaon decay products to uncover new
physics there. However, it is worth considering potential
design modifications, such as additional tracking, calorim-
etry, or small magnetic fields, that would augment both
low-energy sensitivity and the ability to discriminate back-
grounds in this region. Given the exciting potential of
MATHUSLA to access hidden particles and its ability to
run symbiotically on LHC collisions evading the need for
devoted beam time, further study of the costs and benefits
of modifying the MATHUSLA design to maximize the
sensitivity to low-energy particles originating from rare
meson decay is of paramount importance.
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